Redbourn Rental Roll 1455-1485
Introduction
The Redbourn rental roll is dated in 1455 and is a detailed list of the tenants in the Manor at that
period. The entries record the present owner of the land with a short description, often including a
name for the particular field or messuage. One or sometimes two previous owners are almost
always also present identified, following the word ‘qu°d’ short for the Latin ‘quondam’ meaning
‘once’.
Around 1485, the original entries in the 1455 roll were updated and therefore the roll as it reads
today refers to that date. However, many of the original entries can still be deciphered, and much, if
not the majority, of the original text can be deduced. The manner in which the entries refer to
previous owners may suggest that the document is making reference to a previous rental, then out
of date and in need of modernising in 1455. A surprising number previous owners appear in a
subsidy of Redbourn levied by the Abbot of St Alban’s around 13331, and it seems likely therefore
that if an earlier rental did exist, that it derived from this period. Indeed, many extents and surveys
for St Alban’s manors still survive for the period 1332 – it may be that the original Redbourn rental
was part of this wider survey of St Alban’s holdings.

Images of Details of the Roll

Figure 1a Representative part of the Roll showing the entries for property owned by Henry
HARRIS. Other lands belonging to HARRIS are given below. The first entry reads in
Latin:
I Henrico HARRES p uno mes & ei virgat tre qud Hugonis FYNCHE de iiij uxis sue ad
ir p an … … … … … ix s ij d

I[tem] Henry HARRIS for a messuage and its land once owned by Hugo FYNCHE of 4

wives for rent per year… … … … 9s 2d
Figure 1b The name of Henry HARRIS is overwritten onto an earlier entry, which can still be
deciphered as William STEVENACHE [Stevenage]. The ‘ache’ at the end of
Stevenage’s name is still clearly visible. Hugo FYNCHE, the previous owner of the
land, is present on a subsidy for Redbourn in 1331.

Figure 2

Part of the Roll showing the entry for Toma [Thomas] FYNCHE jun alias dict [also
called] atte DENE. Thomas FYNCHE appears also to have been known as Thomas AT
DEAN, referring to his lands at DEAN END farm within the parish. Many people at
that time had more than one surname, or aliases. The need for aliases in Redbourn was
great since many people had namesakes within the same parish. For example, this
Thomas also had a cousin called Thomas FYNCHE who lived elsewhere within the
parish.
The original entry was updated in 1485 to include Thomas’ name, but the original entry
can still be made out. This originally read Walto FYNCHE sen and was Thomas’ father.
Walter FYNCHE died in 1465, and had a will proved by the Archdeaconry Court of St
Albans.
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Figure 3

This entry from the roll records the lands of Walter FYNCH. The entry in 1455
originally records him as ‘Walter FYNCH jun’ but was updated to read ‘sen’ in 1485.
The original Walter FYNCH senior died in 1465 (see Figure 2).

Figure 4

This is the entry for Roger FYNCH, whose name was added in 1485. The surname
FYNCHE is common to the original entry – ‘Rogero’ was simply added as a first name.
The swirl of an a in ‘Thoma’ [Thomas – see figure 5] can still be seen identifying the
original entry. From this it is supposed that Roger was Thomas’ son.
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Figure 5

The entry for ‘Thoma FYNCHE, filio [son of] Henry FYNCHE’, for land once owned
by William BYSOUTH, lying in Southend. South End Farm still exists in Redbourn.
This Thomas distinguished himself from his cousin of the same name (see Figure 2) by
calling himself ‘Thomas son of Henry FYNCH’. Note the high swirl of the a at the end
of ‘Thoma’ which can still be seen in the original entry in Figure 4.
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